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Scavenger 

Hunt

Things Around the House



Instrument Sounds
 We are going to look at pictures and listen to the sounds of 3 instruments.  Each 
slide has a video with an artist playing that instrument so you can hear how it 
creates sound. When we are done you are going to see what you can find  around 
your house that makes the same or similar sound as each of the instruments you just 
heard did. But please ask for permission first from an adult before you use an object 
as an instrument.  If you have any trouble finding something you think matches one 
of the instrument sounds, keep the sound in your head and your ears open and I bet 
you’ll find the sound you’re looking for. I look forward to hearing and/or seeing what 
interesting ways you found to imitate the instruments. REMEMBER  to ask 
permission first before using something you have found as an instrument. Let’s listen 
to some instruments.



    DRUM

What do you think sounds like a drum?

This is Ron Powell playing the Conga. 

https://youtu.be/gvk9emKdy08 

Click here

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvk9emKdy08
https://youtu.be/gvk9emKdy08


Maracas https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lF4pfhxlTr0&feature=youtu.be

What can you find that sounds like maracas?

This is Tomasito Cruz playing the Maracas.  

  

This

Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lF4pfhxlTr0&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lF4pfhxlTr0


https://youtu.be/GvSS6_eDHiE

WOW! This guy is really good!

What can you find that 
Sounds like a triangle?

Did you notice he is using
A stick to strike the triangle. 

That stick is a  metal rod
Called a triangle beater. 

This is artist Jose Cortijo playinG
The triangle. 

  

Click here

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvSS6_eDHiE


Let’s go over the rules.
Here are the rules of the game:

-You MUST have an adult’s permission and/or assistance on this hunt.

-You may not use any object made out of glass.

-Always check with your adult before you try to play anything you find. 

-You can take a picture of your instrument. 

    You can video yourself with the instrument telling me about it. 
      You can video yourself playing the instrument. 


